
10 Ways to Take the Risk Out of EB-5 Investing
With changes to the EB-5 program recently announced by the U.S. Customs and Immigration Service, it’s more important
than ever to act quickly before the minimum cost of investing nearly doubles to $900,000 and more than triples to $1.8M
on other projects on November 22. However, with speed also comes the need for caution. Investors should carefully research
their options to limit risk, achieve the highest possible return and assure that their project is completed on time. To help
you achieve the best result, here are tips to follow before you invest:

1. Deal directly with the developer rather than an intermediary. Knowing and meeting directly the people who control your
money will give you peace of mind as well as someone to hold accountable in case things don’t go as planned. An attorney,
broker or regional center can not provide you that benefit.

2. Ask if the project is closed and owned by that developer. Choose a developer who doesn’t need your money to build
the project you are considering, so that the risk of future fundraising is moot. Make sure the project is already funded.

3. Know that large projects available today at $500K may jump to over $1.8 M on November 22.When the government
changed the EB-5 program, they looked at minimum investments based on zip codes, and altered TEA [Targeted 
Employment Area] maps. Many “BIG NAME” EB-5 projects are located in wealthier zip codes that are now no longer 
considered TEA areas. Unless these projects are already closed, their developers likely need to raise hundreds of millions
more in EB-5 investment. That makes these projects VERY RISKY now – at their much higher price per EB-5 Investor.

4. Ensure that the project’s loan structure has been approved, and closed. There is no guarantee that a firm can get a
loan - until it’s closed and the project is fully funded. Don’t assume the risk of a developer not being able to close their loan
to finance the build out. 

5. Inquire if there is a PRE-PAID INTEREST RESERVE. You want to work with a developer who has the ability to secure 
premier institutional lenders in a repeat capacity and that they have set aside a pre-paid senior interest reserve. This pays
the mortgage during the four years needed to build and tenant or sell, and mitigates the risk of foreclosure. 

6. Find out if the project is fully permitted and approved. There are a myriad of permits required at all stages of 
construction by local and county zoning boards, planning boards, and state and county Departments of Environmental 
Protection. One permit being denied can derail a project.

7. Know what a reasonable and fair return looks like. Some developers take advantage of the EB-5 market and offer 
returns of only 2 to 3%. NRIA includes a 6% return from day one.

8. Choose middle market projects. Smaller “bite size” projects are more recession resilient than massive skyscrapers that
need hundreds of investors or need to resell hundreds of condo units. 

9. Determine the Developer’s cash position in the project. NRIA has substantial cash in its projects first and investors are
paid back BEFORE we can get our cash out. This creates an inherent incentive to achieve the highest possible returns for
the project—and for our EB-5 investors and for us to get paid after you.

10. Invest in projects in high-demand urban in-fill areas in key markets. You can still get a handful of these projects 
with a $500,000 investment (like NRIA’s “Hoboken Heights”) before the November 22nd map change more than triples their
price to $1.8 million!
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